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Read aloud all the sentences in the squares.  Listen carefully as your instructor says one of the sentences.  
Find the little circles that contain the corresponding picture.  Repeat the sentence once, and then dot one little 
circle.  Continue repeating the sentence until you have dotted each little circle that contains the corresponding 
picture. 

Name ___________________________ Sentence Finders 

I golf with my irons. We flew to Ireland. Can you iron my pants? I picked an iris. 
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Initial “ire” Sentences 



Name ___________________________ Reading Dots 
Read aloud the paragraph.  Use your ink dauber to dot a small circle each time you finish reading the entire 
paragraph using your best speech.  

 Pirates make a living by stealing, not by being hired to do an honest 

job.  They love to steal desirable valuables.  Pirates don’t get tired of 

acquiring diamonds, sapphires, or opals because these are expensive 

gems.  Most of the time, pirates sell the valuables they have dishonestly 

acquired to buyers on land.  If a siren sounds, then the pirates know they 

may get caught and they leave taking all desirable items with them. 
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Medial “ire” Reading 



Name ___________________________ Sentence Rates 

fast 

1. 

Kim gave me a flyer. 

slow fast 

Don’t go any higher! 

slow 

fast 

3. 

slow fast 

4. 

We saw a wild fire. 

slow 

fast 

5. 

Please fix my bike tire. 

slow fast 

6. 

A beautiful sapphire. 

slow 

2. 

She’s on the high wire. 

Read aloud the target sentence slowly and dot the slow circle with your ink dauber.  Read aloud the target 
sentence quickly and dot the fast circle with your ink dauber.  Be sure to say each target sentence using your 
best speech before marking the circles. 
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Final “ire” Sentences 



Name ___________________________ Loaded Sentence Starters 
Read each sentence.  Cycle through each set, changing the end of the sentence for the different “ear” target 
words.  Use your ink dauber to dot each circle when you are finished.  

Howard saw... 1. 

the lumberjack.  the butterfly. the man hammering. 

On Saturday we will... 2. 

eat watermelon. do somersaults. exercise. 

The butterfly... 3. 

flew by the fisherman. landed on the flowerpot.  flew by the paperboy. 
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Unstressed Medial “er” Loaded Sentences 




